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Meet The Presenters 

Sharon Podstupka, a Vice President in the New York office of Pearl 

Meyer & Partners  

Richard Goeglein (moderator), is a Director on the Compensation 

and Compliance Committees at Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc. 

Deborah Lifshey, a Managing Director in the New York office of 

Pearl Meyer & Partners  
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Click the buttons below to access additional resources 

Housekeeping 
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Click                                        below for a copy of the slides. 

 

 

Slides are also available at pearlmeyer.com/DynamicDuo 
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You will automatically receive 1 NACD skill-specific 

credit for your participation. 

Credit may be applied to NACD Fellowship 

programs. Contact Fellowships@NACDonline.org 

for more details. 

The replay and slides will also be available early 

next week at NACDonline.org/webinars and 

pearlmeyer.com 

 

Housekeeping 

https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/webinars
http://www.pearlmeyer.com/


Today’s Discussion 

• Say-on-Pay – Where Are We Now? 

– SOP Outcomes to Date 

– Disclosure Trends: CD&A Evolution Continues 

• Regulatory Updates That Could Impact Disclosure 

– Pay Ratio 

– Dodd-Frank Status Update 

– ISS 2015 Policy Update 

– Glass Lewis 2015 Policy Update 

– PCAOB Updates 

– Staff Legal Bulletin 20 

• Putting Pen to Paper – Let the CD&A Drafting Begin 

– The Compensation Committee’s New Normal 

– The Guiding Principles of Content 

– Personal Favorites 
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• 98% of Say on Pay (SOP) votes have 

achieved majority shareholder support 
– Average support across all votes is 90% in 

favor of management 

– 60 of 3,117 companies have failed to 

achieve majority support 

SOP Outcomes in 2014-to-date (8/31/2014) 

• ISS has recommended against about 

10% of the SOP votes they reviewed in 

2014 

– And shareholders went along with ISS 

recommendations in 17% of those votes 

98%

2%

SOP Vote 
All Companies

SOP Pass SOP Failed

60 Fails60 Fails

90%

10%

ISS Vote Recommendations
All Companies

ISS "for" SOP ISS "against" SOP
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Disclosure Trends: CD&A Evolution Continues  

Source: C-Suite Insight Magazine 
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Disclosure Trends: Growing CD&A Content 

Source: Pearl Meyer & Partners Looking Ahead to Executive Pay Practices in 2015 survey; 157 public company respondents  

  6.2% 
• Plan to add an executive summary 

• 93.8% currently include 

11.9% 
• Plan to add a discussion on engagement efforts 

• 81% currently include 

29.2% 
• Plan to add a description of actions/decisions reached based on engagement 

• 67.7% currently include 

35.5% 
• Plan to add an “alternative” to the Summary Compensation Table 

• 54.8% currently include 

38.1% 
•Plan to add a graphical depiction of P4P alignment relative to peers 

• 57.1% currently include 
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What We Know About Pay Ratio Rules 

At a glance so far… 

– Flexibility: There is no specific methodology proposed – companies will 

use what is best fitted to their specific facts and circumstances  

– Population covered: In determining median employee pay, companies 

may either use the full population or a “statistical sample” of the population 

– No exclusions for part-time or international employees: Companies 

must include full-time, part-time, seasonal, temporary and international 

employees  

– Timing: Only those individuals employed on the last day of the fiscal year 

at issue will be included  

– Annualization: Only permitted for full-time permanent workers who worked 

for part of year in issue; not allowed for seasonal or part-time employees  

– No COLA/international equalization: No adjustments for international 

employees  
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More Importantly – What Are We Disclosing? 

• CEO pay, median employee pay, the ratio between the two 

• Companies will be required to explain methodologies and estimates for 

calculating the ratio, but disclosure should only be a brief overview of 

the methodology used (not extensive details) 

• Decision-points 

– Who is involved in process? 

– Who is your audience? 

• Investors 

• Executives 

• Employees 

• Proxy advisors 

• Media 

– How detailed or brief? 

– Supplemental disclosure? 
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The Pay Ratio and Joe Employee 

One-half (50%) of employees do not believe they are paid fairly 

compared with other people in similar positions in their companies. 

Source: Towers Watson 2014 Global Workforce Study. 
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Dodd-Frank Act (DFA) Update 

• The SEC has not issued final rules and effective dates for four 

compensation-related provisions.  

• Pay Ratio 

• Proposed rules issued in 9/13 

• Expected to be effective for 2016 proxy season 

• Pay-for-Performance 

• Clawbacks 

• Hedging/Pledging 
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ISS Policy Update – 2015  

• Equity Plan Proposal Analyzed under Scorecard Approach 

• Three Prongs:  Cost, Grant Practices, Plan Features 

• Several “Toxic Features” 

– Awards vesting in connection with liberal CIC definition 

– Plan permits repricing or cash buyout of underwater options without shareholder approval 

– The plan is a vehicle for problematic pay practices or PFP disconnect 

– Any other plan feature determined to have significant negative impact on shareholder 

interests 

• Plan Cost (45%): The total potential cost of the company’s equity plans 

relative to industry/market cap peers, measured by the company's estimated 

Shareholder Value Transfer (SVT) in relation to peers.  Two tests: 

– New shares requested plus shares remaining for future grants, plus outstanding 

unvested/unexercised grants; and  

– Only on new shares requested plus shares remaining for future grants. 

• Eliminates burn-rate commitment 

• Eliminates overhang carve-out 

• Recycling not counted in plan cost 
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ISS Policy Update – 2015 (continued) 

• Grant Practices (35%):  

– The company’s three-year burn rate relative to its industry/market cap peers;  

– Vesting requirements in most recent CEO equity grants (three-year lookback);  

– The estimated duration of the plan based on the sum of shares remaining available and 

the new shares requested, divided by the average annual shares granted in the prior 

three years;  

– The proportion of the CEO's most recent equity grants/awards subject to performance 

conditions;  

– Whether the company maintains a clawback policy; and  

– Whether the company has established post exercise/vesting share-holding 

requirements.  

• Plan Features (20%):  

– Automatic single-triggered award vesting upon a CIC;  

– Discretionary vesting authority;  

– Liberal share recycling on various award types; and  

– Minimum vesting period for grants made under the plan.  
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ISS Policy Update – 2015 (continued) 

• No Change to Pay-For-Performance Test this year! 

• QuickScore Compensation Changes 

– Does the company’s average 3-year equity grant rate exceed the greater of 2% 

and the average of its industry/index peers? (Previous focus on “excessive rate”) 

– Did the most recent SOP proposal receive shareholders’ support below 

70%? (Previous focus on “below the industry-index level”) 
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Glass Lewis Policy Change - 2015 

• One-Off Compensation Awards Must Be Justified 

– Undermine the integrity of ongoing compensation programs  

– If such awards are absolutely necessary, the disclosure should include a “cogent 

and convincing explanation of their necessity and why existing awards do 

not provide sufficient motivation”  

– Should be tied to future service and performance whenever possible   

– Explain how the supplemental award affects the regular compensation 

arrangement; GL will review the sum of the supplemental and regular program in 

making an assessment of the pay program 

• New ESPP Discussion:  GL recommends for ESPP plans so long as they 

are capped at statutory limit (25k per year) and don’t contain evergreens 
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PCAOB Changes for 2015 

• New standards require a heightened audit review of executive 

compensation programs of public companies 

– Effective on or after December 15, 2014 (financial companies already there) 

• New procedures: 

– Reading employment and compensation contracts;  

– Reading proxy statements;  

• IF NOT CLEAR…discussing the structure of the compensation program with 

the Compensation Committee or its consultant; and  

– Understanding executive officer expense reimbursement policy. 

• Impact:   

– The more robust and transparent the proxy disclosure, the less likely auditors 

need to interview the Compensation Committee and/or consultant   

• Where the auditor finds it difficult to understand the programs and/or 

the risk review from the proxy, the more likely it will be that he/she will 

find the need to conduct the interview 
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SEC Guidance on Investment and Proxy Advisors 

• Staff Legal Bulletin 20 (“SLB 20”) 

– Investment advisors cannot blindly follow proxy advisor recommendations 

• IA Guidance: 

– Not required to vote at every meeting 

– Should have their own policies with periodic review 

– Must oversee PA (quality, procedures, conflicts) 

• PA Guidance: 

• Just distribute reports, or 

• If more than reports, disclosure about relationship 

• Impact: 

– Will reduce IA practice of blindly following PA policy 

– Could negatively impact ISS consulting services 

– Disclosure even more critical if IA’s are to comprehend and justify voting 
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Putting Pen to Paper – Let the CD&A Drafting Begin 

The Compensation Committee’s “New Normal” Role 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Director 

– Be clear from the beginning about your 

expectations for the narrative 

• Referee 

– Determine who should lead the drafting and 

review process to promote efficiency and 

minimize conflicts 

• Managing Editor 

– Ensure that “the voice” of the document reflects 

your decision-making process 
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Putting Pen to Paper – Let the CD&A Drafting Begin 

The Guiding Principles of Content 

Link business and leadership 
strategy to pay philosophy 

Highlight performance 
results (tied to plan metrics) 
and resulting pay outcomes 

Be transparent about 
responses to shareholder 

feedback 

Strike the perfect balance between 

compliance and communication 
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Some Personal Favorites - Honeywell 
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Some Personal Favorites - ExxonMobil 
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Some Personal Favorites – United Technologies 
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ADVANCING EXEMPLARY BOARD LEADERSHIP 

Questions 



Don’t Miss Our Upcoming Webinar 

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer & Partners for the next program 
in our Compensation Series 

 

The Age of Alignment: Linking Compensation and Business Strategy 

 

Tuesday, December 16th 

2:00pm ET 

 

To register or check out the archives of earlier webinars in 
this series, visit NACDonline.org/webinars. 
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http://www.nacdonline.org/webinars
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If you have any questions regarding NACD credit or the 

Fellowship programs, please contact:  

 

Lori Whitehand, Fellowship Program Manager 

Phone: (202) 572-2084 

Email: Fellowships@NACDonline.org 

 

 

To learn more about NACD Fellowships, visit us at 

NACDonline.org/Fellowships. 

 

NACD Credit and Fellowship Information 

mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/fellowships
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Thank You  
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SOP Vote Results 
Number of “Repeat” SOP Failures 

• Of the 71 companies which failed SOP in 2013, 10 also failed in 2012 

• Of the 60 companies which have failed SOP in 2014, only nine failed previously in 2013 

• Of the 60 companies which have failed SOP in 2014, 11 also failed in a previous year (2011-2013) 

– Two companies failed all four years, and one company failed three out of four years 

 

Passing in one year is no guarantee of passing in the next 

86%

14%

2012 SOP Outcome for 
Companies which Failed SOP 

in 2013

2012 Pass 2012 Fail
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ISS Impact on Vote Outcomes 

• ISS recommendations continue to have a significant impact on vote results 

– Average spread in vote outcome when ISS recommends FOR or AGAINST  

  23% in 2011  29% in 2012 

  25% in 2013  26% in 2014 

 

– 10% impact (rule of thumb) when Glass Lewis recommends FOR or AGAINST 

70%

93% 90%

64%

93% 89%
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Dodd-Frank Act (DFA) Update 

• The SEC has not issued final rules and effective dates for four compensation-

related provisions. The SEC’s implementation priorities appear to be: 

– Final rules on the CEO pay ratio (The first disclosures of this ratio will likely appear in 2016 proxy 

filings using 2015 information) 

– Proposed rules requiring companies to create clawback policies 

• Despite the lack of final rules, most companies have at least partial compliance 

through voluntary disclosure of clawback and anti-hedging policies, as well as 

enhanced disclosure about the relationship between pay and performance 

• In contrast, companies have not provided voluntary advance disclosure of the 

CEO pay ratio 

Provision 
Effective Dates 

in DFA 
Current Known Status or Scheduled Action Typical Impact 

Internal Equity Ratio 

Disclosure (also 

known as the “CEO 

Pay Ratio”) 

None stated 
Final Rules “pending” per SEC; Proposed Rules released 9/18/13 

Likely effective for 2016 proxy filing based on 2015 data 

Most companies waiting 

for final rules 

Clawback Policy  None stated  
Final and Proposed Rules “pending” per SEC  

Likely not effective until 2016 or later 

Many companies have 

adopted some variation 

Pay-for-Performance 

Disclosure  
None stated 

Final and Proposed Rules “pending” per SEC  

Likely not effective until 2016 or later 

CEO pay-for-performance 

usually discussed 

Disclosure of 

Hedging  
None stated 

Final and Proposed Rules “pending” per SEC  

Likely not effective until 2016 or later 

Anti-hedging & anti-

pledging policies already 

adopted in insider trading 

policies 32 


